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Executive Summary  
 

This D2.3 deliverable introduces the IoT platform federation of the BEinCPPS 

architecture that enables capturing data from the shopfloor (field) and provide them to 

the other levels (factory, cloud), across the different world (real, digital, virtual). The 

components described in this deliverable constitute the basis for building the 

experimentation within each champion site. For this reason we not only introduce the 

foreground components developed specifically within the BEinCPPS framework but 

also the background ones inherited from previous FP7 (FIWARE, Fitman), ongoing 

H2020 projects or provided by BEinCPPS partners.  

The focus of the foreground components is on the communication from IoT objects 

(for example implementing an OPC-UA server) to the middleware: the OPC-UA 

agent allows the communication to the Orion Context Broker, while the OPC-UA 

JavaScript Wrapper and the OpenIoT Client Library provide usage of the OpenIoT 

middleware. To support these components, Homard (OMA LwM2M Server + IoT 

logic deployment platform) will provide a configuration utility to allow the automatic 

set-up of the IoT devices. Finally, three modelling tools are introduced as components 

available to the champions.   

The attached factsheets at the end of the document provide more details on the foreground 

components.  

Components described in this D2.3 deliverable will constitute the catalog of available 

components for each champion to be employed in their experimentations. 

Deployment of the components in the different champions site and for the different 

worlds (real, digital, virtual) will be presented in the deliverables of WP3.  

    



 

 

1. Introduction   
   

1.1. Objective of the Deliverable  
D2.3 describes the IoT (Internet of Things) platform federation of the BEinCPPS 

architecture that enables the capture of the data coming from the shopfloor (field) to 

the other levels (factory, cloud), across the different worlds (real, digital, virtual).  

D2.3, released at M6 describes the initial version of the IoT platform: D2.4 at M24 

will complete this description with components identified at a later stage or those 

components that will be exploited during the experimentation at the different 

champions sites, including new foreground components as the Device Management 

Homard.  

Components enclosed in this deliverable D2.3 (IoT Platform) act in between the ones 

described in D2.5 (Future Internet Platform) and in D2.7 (Smart Systems Platforms).  

This synergy will allow data generated by IoT devices in the shopfloor to flow to the 

BEinCPPS Information Bus, composed by the FIWARE Orion Context Broker and 

the OpenIoT Middleware (presented in D2.5). IoT devices in the shopfloor will be 

also supported by a Device Management platform Homard based on OMA LwM2M 

for scalable maintenance, provisioning and deployment of the IoT in the factory. 

Components described in D2.3 will constitute the catalog of available components for 

each champion to be employed in their experimentations for the different worlds (real, 

digital, virtual) and presented in WP3. To this end, in D2.3 we introduce also three 

modelling tools available to champions to: perform hardware and software 

cosimulations (Crescendo Tool), describing and analyzing Systems of Systems 

(Symphony Tool) and integrating of different CPS engineering tools (Crystal platform 

and AIDE tool).  

  

1.2. Structure of the Deliverable  
Section 1 of this document presents an introduction to the deliverable itself, Section 2 

presents the overall IoT Platform with reference to the BEinCPPS architecture. 

Section 3 introduces the single components of the IoT Platform, divided into those 

developed within the framework of the BEinCPPS project (foreground) and the 

existing ones, sometimes adapted for working inside the BEinCPPS framework 

(background).  

In the same Section 3, for both components categories (foreground, background), a 

difference between open-source and proprietary components is made. Finally, 

guidelines for the choice of components are highlighted at the end of Section 3. 

Following Section 3, Section 4 and 5 present the final conclusions and provide link to 

references.   

The last section of D2.3 are the Appendixes (e.g. A), that provide the factsheets for 

each foreground components presented in Section 3.  

The factsheets have a common structure, in which a brief description of the 

component (A.1) and its functionalities are presented (A.2). In the other factsheet’s 

sections technical details on the component (A.3) and its HW/SW prerequisites (A.4) 

are provided. After that, instructions to install (A.5), use (A.6) and extend (A.7) the 

component are presented. Each factsheet concludes with one or more examples (A.8) 

and the licensing information (A.9).  
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2. Architecture of the IoT platform federation  
  

2.1. Introduction and positioning in the overall BEinCPPS architecture  
  

The IoT platform is a layer positioned directly above the shopfloor, that captures 

events coming from IoT devices and sensors and dispatch them to the middleware. 

The purpose of this layer is to provide means to interact with the middleware so that 

the upper layers have a uniform and consistent API to acquire data from the different  

 

Figure 1 Highlight of the IoT Platform within the BEinCPPS architecture  

sensors or devices underneath. From an architectural point of view, the IoT Platform 

is positioned between the Smart Systems Platforms (D2.7), representing the 

shopfloor, and the Future Internet Platform (D2.5), representing the middleware.  

Three main modules compose the IoT Platform, highlighted in Figure 1:  x 

the Fast Lane, based on the Fiware IDAS component,   

x the Smart Lane based on the OpenIoT platform wrappers, which includes a 

semantic enrichment of the data, and   

x the Device Management component, based on Homard, which will include the 

OMA LwM2M server, interoperability with the wider IoT infrastructure 

framework oneM2M and also the interconnection with the CPPS  

Collaboration components.  

  

Moreover, three modelling tools are included in this layer: Crescendo Tool, to 

perform hardware and software co-simulations; Symphony Tool to describe and 

analyze Systems of Systems and Crystal platform to integrate different CPS 

engineering tools.  



 

 

    In the next paragraphs we introduce the three components and their relationship as 

well as the three modelling tools.  

2.2. IoT federation architecture  
The IoT platform inside the BEinCPPS architecture can be split into a set of 

components that constitutes its detailed sub-architecture. In Figure 2 

Subcomponents building the IoT Platform. (below) the different components are 

illustrated and divided into foreground (i.e. those that were developed within the 

framework of the BEinCPPS project) and background (i.e. those that form the 

building block for the foreground component or those that were not developed 

explicitly in BEinCPPS). We also distinguish between Open Source and Proprietary  

 

Figure 2 Subcomponents building the IoT Platform.  

components.   

For the first version, it is assumed that the underlying devices expose an OPC-UA 

service API through an OPC-UA TCP Binding or uses specific libraries like the 

OpenIoT Client Library to communicate with the middleware. For convenience, we 

indicated these components with the OPC-UA Server blocks, which are anyway not 

part of the IoT Platform.   

  

The two main components of the IoT platform are the Fast Lane and the Smart Lane. 

Although the two lanes aim at the same scope, that is capturing data from the field and 

transforming them into valuable messages for the applicative layer, they diverge in the 

way they implement such scope. The Fast Lane, in fact, is reusing components from 

the FIWARE
1
 ecosystem, in particular FIWARE IDAS supporting the NGSI standard, 

thus the connection with the FIWARE Orion Context Broker as Middleware. The 

Smart Lane, on the other end, takes inspiration from the FP7 OpenIoT
2
 project and 

offers semantic tagging to the data coming from the shopfloor. The communication 

with the OpenIoT Middleware
3
 supports the AMQP protocol and the resolution of the 

                                                           
1
 https://www.fiware.org/  

2
 https://github.com/OpenIotOrg/openiot  

3
 RabbitMQ is the enabler of The OpenIoT Middleware   
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semantic tags is done via the OpenLink Virtuoso Knowledge Repository, a 

component of the OpenIoT middleware, too.  

  

The Fast Lane of the IoT Platform is based on the reference implementation of the  

FIWARE Backend Device Management Generic Enabler, IDAS, delivered by  

Telefonica I+D. IDAS is both a platform and a framework. As a platform, it links the   

NGSI southbound API of the FIWARE Orion Context Broker (see deliverable D2.5 

Future Internet Platform for details) to the northbound API of some very popular IoT 

stacks. Such link is established by Agents – i.e., independent processes that are 

typically executed in the proximity of IoT devices and that are responsible for 

bridging a specific IoT protocol to the NGSI standard. The IDAS distribution includes 

off-the-shelf Agents for LWM2M and MQTT. In BEinCPPS, both of these are 

background components of the IoT Platform.  

However, as a framework IDAS also provides a software library for developing 

custom Agents that may extend the bridging capabilities of IDAS to other protocols. 

The Fast Lane of the BEinCPPS IoT Platform provides one foreground component of 

its own that is built on this asset: an OPC-UA Agent. This Agent can integrate any 

OPC-UA-based device in a publish-subscribe system based on the FIWARE Orion 

Context Broker.  

  

The Smart Lane, on the other end, provides an OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper and a 

OpenIoT Client Library to forward events received from the shopfloor, for example 

via an OPC-UA TCP connection, to the OpenIoT Middleware using the AMQP 

protocol. Both the JavaScript Wrapper and the Java library in the Smart Lane supports 

adding semantic tag to the transmitted data. This semantic tag characterizes the data 

the device in the shopfloor is generating and helps upper processes in more properly 

manage the received data.   

The semantic tags refer to specific ontology classes; ontologies can be stored into a 

knowledge repository within the OpenIoT Middleware. This dependency is indicated 

with a dashed line in Figure 2 Subcomponents building the IoT Platform., since 

the OpenIoT Middleware is not part of D2.3 and is described in D2.5.  

Inside the Smart Lane there are two foreground components, the OpenIoT Client 

Library and the OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper. Both components make use of 

RabbitMQ Libraries, a background component that supports the AMQP protocol and 

that is one of the components of the OpenIoT Middleware.  

The OpenIoT Client Library and the OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper cover different 

needs: x The first one is a Java library to be used to develop Java programs that can 

dispatch
4
 events through the OpenIoT Middleware (i.e., publishers from an AMQP 

point of view). The Java programs can directly run on shopfloor devices or acquire 

data from devices using other protocols;  

x The JavaScript wrapper, instead, is a Node.js module able to interface, on the 

Southbound side, OPC-UA Servers via OPC-UA TCP bounding, and on the 

Northbound side the AMQP OpenIoT Middleware.  

  

                                                           
4
 Actually this Java library can also be used to implement programs that can receive events 

from the OpenIoT Middleware (i.e., subscriber programs)  



 

 

Both lanes will be supported by the Device Management component based on OMA 

LwM2M standard called Homard, which will able to specify the device configuration 

and initialize it, making it working successfully within the Fast or the Smart Lane. 

Homard is currently composed by the following components and functionalities, 

while foreground components will be introduced in D2.4 at M24:  

x Device management and interoperability standards support: Homard offers a 

OMA LwM2M server to integrate any OMA LwM2M-based sensor and offer 

the functionalities for firmware upgrade, remote maintenance (e.g., remote 

reboot), semantic description of the network status, device status etc. The 

operations offered based on OMA LwM2M are:  

o Software Management: enabling the installation, removal of 

applications, and retrieval of the inventory of software components 

already installed on the device and the most relevant firmware upgrade 

over the air.  

o Diagnostics and Monitoring: enabling remote diagnostic and 

standardized object for the collection of the memory status, battery 

status, radio measures, QoS parameters, peripheral status and other 

relevant parameters for remote monitoring. o Connectivity and 

security: allowing the configuration of bearers (WiFi, Bluetooth, 

cellular connectivity), proxies, list of authorized servers for remote 

firmware upgrade and also all the relevant parameters for enabling 

secure communication.  

o Device Capabilities: allowing to the Management Authority to 

remotely enable and disable device peripherals like cameras, 

Bluetooth, USB, sensors (ultrasound, temperature, humidity, etc.) and 

other relevant peripherals from the nodes.  o Lock and Wipe: allowing 

to remotely lock and/or wipe the device, for instance when the device 

is lost (relevant for devices in open ocean, air etc.), or when the 

devices are stolen or sold. It enables the remote erase of personal / 

enterprise data when they are compromised. o Management Policy: 

allowing the deployment on the device of policies which the client 

(node, device, sensor) can execute and enforce independently under 

some specific conditions, i.e. if some events happen, then perform 

some operations. x Configuration service: As a natural extension of the 

device management, for the new devices configured the platform offers 

the additional tasks required for its interconnection with other 

components and platforms. For example, on the Smart Lane create an 

AMQP Exchange for a device that has to publish data, initialize a data 

storage service etc.  

x Business Processes Linker: Logic design integration with the FITMAN CBPM 

for collaborative Business Processes definition and integration, an extension of 

the FITMAN CBPM has been carried out to support the launching of processes 

based on sensors events, and also the interaction from processes with sensors and 

actuators. x Easy Logic Builder: Simple logic design for sequences of actions / 

conditions, such as IF-Then style, with the capacity for opening branches IF-

THENELSE.  
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x Mobile Integration (Notification Hub): The platform is complemented with a 

mobile App to receive notifications from sensors (based on the configurations 

from the logic builder).    

x Physical Web: This mobile App has also extended with Physical Web 

capabilities to offer interaction between personal devices (smart phones / 

tables) and also the machines. This enables both, a hub to receive events and 

also a simplified user interface to carry out actions over machines.   

  

Finally, the IoT Platform encloses a set of Open Source Modelling tools to cosimulate 

CPS and analyse their behaviour with the Crescendo Tool [1], to describe and analyse 

System of System implementing the CML language with the Symphony Tool. Both 

tools are based on the Open Source Overture Tool and are outcome of previous FP7 

EU funded projects.   

A third component is the CRYSTAL (CRitical sYSTem engineering AcceLeration) 

platform, which encloses more than 100 tools for designing, modelling and simulating 

CPSs. These tools can interoperate within the Crystal platform because they adhere to 

the IOS (Interoperability Specification) standard and can be combined to realize 

complex modelling flows. The majority of the tools enclosed in the Crystal platform 

are proprietary and a valid licence is needed for using them.  

3. Components  
In this Section, the different components introduced in the previous Sections on the 

IoT Platform architecture are presented. We first describe the background 

components, giving priorities to open source ones and then mentioning the proprietary 

ones. The same schema is used to describe the foreground components.  

  

3.1. Background components  
We first introduce the background components relative to the Modelling Tools 

(Overture Tool, Crescendo Tool, Symphony Tool), than those of the Smart Lane 

(RabbitMQ Libraries, Node.js), Fast Lane (IDAS Agents for LWM2M and MQTT) 

and Homard.  

  

3.1.1.  Open source components  

3.1.1.1.  Design Tools  
  

The following Overture Tool is not directly part of the BEinCPPS architecture but it is 

the building block of the two following (Crescendo and Symphony) tools.  

  

x The Overture Tool: it is the building block and main platform for Crescendo  

Tool and Symphony Tool. It is built on top of the Eclipse platform and it is an 

IDE for developing and analysing models according to the Vienna 

Development Method (VDM). VDM is an establish formalism for the 

development of computer-based systems. It encloses a support for testing and 



 

 

code-generation for the validation of the formulated documents. VDM is a 

standard in both industrial and academic world. It can be of interest to further 

extend Crescendo or Symphony Tools. o Community edition: Open Source o 

Tool downloads and documentation: http://overturetool.org/   

  

x The Crescendo Tool: it is a tool for co-simulation of systems: it bridges Discrete 

Events (DE) models with Continuous Time (CT) models via shared design 

parameters, shared events and shared variables (monitored and controlled). It 

also allows for the exploration of different simulation scenarios thanks to 

different settings and scripts that controls the simulation runs. The  

DE part is built upon the Overture Tool and supports a large set of dialects of 

the VDM language. The CT part is implemented with the help of the 20-sim 

Tool that supports bond graphs. This is a proprietary tool that allow the 

visualization and creation of models for free but requires a commercial licence 

to save them. For all these reasons, the Crescendo Tool is particularly 

indicated in case of modelling and validation of embedded control systems, 

bridging DE and CT modelling in a collaborative fashion [1].   

The Crescendo Tool was initially developed within the framework of the FP7 

EU funded DESTECS
5
 (Design Support and Tooling for Embedded Control 

Software) research project; the initial release is currently maintained and 

improved within the framework of the H2020 EU INTO-CPS
6
 (INtegrated 

Tool chain for model-based design of CPSs) research project.  

o Crescendo Tool: Open Source  

o Tool downloads and documentation: http://crescendotool.org/  o 

Dependencies: Overture Tool (Open Source), 20-sim (Proprietary)  

  

x Symphony Tool: it aims at modelling and analysis of Systems of Systems. It 

supports the Compass Modelling Language (CML) and inherits all the support 

included into the Overture Tool, that it extends. CML is a combination of 

VDM and CPS/Circus, a formal language for describing patterns of interaction 

in concurrent systems. Among the functionalities of Symphony, we can list the 

possibility of performing model validation by running test automation, formal 

verification using model checking and theorem proving.   

Symphony Tool was created within the framework of the FP7 EU COMPASS
7
 

(Comprehensive Modelling for Advanced Systems of Systems) research 

project.  

o Symphony Tool: Open Source  

o Tool download and documentation: http://symphonytool.org  o 

Dependencies: Overture Tool (Open Source)  

  

 

 

                                                           
5
 http://www.destecs.org/   

6
 http://into-cps.au.dk/   

7
 http://www.compass-research.eu/   

http://overturetool.org/
http://overturetool.org/
http://overturetool.org/
http://crescendotool.org/
http://crescendotool.org/
http://crescendotool.org/
http://symphonytool.org/
http://symphonytool.org/
http://www.destecs.org/
http://www.destecs.org/
http://into-cps.au.dk/
http://into-cps.au.dk/
http://into-cps.au.dk/
http://into-cps.au.dk/
http://www.compass-research.eu/
http://www.compass-research.eu/
http://www.compass-research.eu/
http://www.compass-research.eu/
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3.1.1.2.  Smart Lane  
  

Analogously to the Ouverture Tool, Node.js and RabbitMQ are also not directly part 

of the BEinCPPS architecture but are the technological prerequisites of other two 

foreground components: OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper and OpenIoT Client Library. 

Moreover, Node.js is also a prerequisite for the OPC-UA JavaScript Library, on 

which the OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper is based.  

  

x Node.js: it is an asynchronous event driven JavaScript runtime, created with the 

goal of building scalable network applications. Thanks to the abstraction from 

the operative system, it runs as applicative platform on the major operative 

systems (Windows, OSX, Linux) and their derivatives for prototyping boards 

(e.g. Raspberry Pi, BeagleBone). Node.js can host both server as well as client 

applications, making possible to have a common environment for deployment.  

o Node.js: Open Source  

o Tool downloads and documentation: http://nodejs.org   

  

x OPC-UA JavaScript Library: among all the components available in the Node.js 

platform, it is the most interesting, as it offers both a client component (used 

in the OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper) and a server one, that can be used to 

send data from the IoT devices in the shopfloor to the OPC-UA JavaScript 

Wrapper.  

o Node-opcua: Open Source (MIT) o Tool downloads 

and documentation:  

 https://www.npmjs.com/package/node-opcua   

o Dependencies: Node.js  

  

x RabbitMQ Broker: RabbitMQ is a message broker software e.g. allows for 

sending and receiving messages between systems (publishers and 

subscribers). It implements the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) 

and constitutes the backbone of the OpenIoT Middleware. The platform is 

presented in details in D2.5, but the RabbitMQ libraries are also used by the 

two Smart Lane foreground components (OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper and 

OpenIoT Client Library) to support communication with the OpenIoT 

Middleware.  

o Open Source   

o Tool downloads and documentation: https://www.rabbitmq.com  o 

Dependencies: Erlang/OTP run-time (Open Source)  

  

3.1.1.3.  Fast Lane  
  

FIWARE IDAS contributes two Agents to the BEinCPPS architecture: LWM2M and 

MQTT. Both of them are Node.js services based on the same IDAS Agent 

Framework.  

  

http://nodejs.org/
http://nodejs.org/
https://www.npmjs.com/package/node-opcua
https://www.npmjs.com/package/node-opcua
https://www.npmjs.com/package/node-opcua
https://www.npmjs.com/package/node-opcua
https://www.npmjs.com/package/node-opcua
https://www.rabbitmq.com/
https://www.rabbitmq.com/


 

 

x The IDAS Agent Framework is a Node.js module. It provides a simple object 

model that Node.js services can leverage to easily integrate with the FIWARE 

Orion Context Broker (OCB). The module does not assume any particular 

standard or technology on the south side: developers are required to 

implement the southbound interface from scratch. However, northbound 

communications with the OCB are entirely encapsulated by JavaScript objects 

and methods.  

o Open Source, GNU Affero General Public License v3.0
8

 o IDAS 

Generic Enabler main site:   

http://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/backend-device-management-idas   

o OMA NGSI protocol documentation:   

http://technical.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/technicalinformatio

n/release-program/current-releases/ngsi-v1-0   

o Software and documentation repository:   

https://github.com/telefonicaid/iotagent-node-lib   

o Dependencies: Node.js (see paragraph above), MongoDB (optional, 

used for persisting device configuration info)  

 x The IDAS MQTT Agent is a Node.js service implementing a MQTT-

NGSI protocol adapter that uses JSON as its data payload format. o Open 

Source, GNU Affero General Public License v3.0 o Oasis MQTT protocol 

documentation:  http://docs.oasis-open.org/mqtt/mqtt/v3.1.1/os/mqtt-v3.1.1-

os.html   

o Software and documentation repository:   

https://github.com/telefonicaid/iotagent-mqtt   

o Dependencies: the IDAS Agent Framework (see paragraph above)  

  

x The IDAS Lightweight Machine-to-Machine (LWM2M) Agent is a Node.js 

service implementing a LWM2M-NGSI protocol adapter. o Open Source, 

GNU Affero General Public License v3.0 o OMA Lightweight Machine-to-

Machine protocol documentation: http://openmobilealliance.hs-

sites.com/lightweight-m2m-specificationfrom-oma    

o Software and documentation repository:   

https://github.com/telefonicaid/lightweightm2m-iotagent  

o Dependencies: the IDAS Agent Framework (see paragraph above)  

  

3.1.1.4.  Homard  
  

Homard offers the following background open-source tools:  

  

x Leshan: among all the components available in Homard, HOP Ubiquitous has 

collaborated in the joint development of the OMA LwM2M clients and OMA 

LwM2M servers in the framework of the Eclipse Foundation and with the 

support from OMA. Thereby, promoting the development and widely adoption 

of OMA LwM2M in the market.  
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o Leshan License: Eclipse Public License 

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php  

o Reference implementation of OMA LwM2M Server 

http://www.eclipse.org/leshan/   

o Dependencies: Java  

  

x Activiti: among all the components available in Homard, the FITMAN CBPM is 

based on Activiti Open Source project to develop a reference implementation 

of the Business Process Management Platform Engine. o Activiti License: 

Apache License 2.0  o BPM engine  http://activiti.org/ o Dependencies: Java  

  

3.1.2.  Proprietary components  
  

x Crystal stands for CRitical sYSTem engineering AcceLeration and it is a 

platform derived from a research project with two main components: the 

Interoperability Specification (IOS) and the Reference Technology Platform  

(RTP). The two components aim to be a European standard for safety-critical systems 

and allow for combining different tools and instrument with the goal of 

interconnecting different cycle domains and reduces the complexity of the entire 

integration process. IOS allows the sharing of information among different tools used 

in the development process making use of an extended version of the OSCL and FMI 

specifications. OSCL stands for Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration and it is 

composed by practical specifications for integrating software. FMI stands for 

Functional Mock-up Interface and it has as focus the integration of simulation and co-

simulation systems.  
AIDE is a tool that supports developers with the implementation, integration, 

and testing of integration assets so that they can generate easily tool adaptors 

compliant with the OSLC standard, a cornerstone of the Crystal platform. 

Tools supporting the IOS specification are listed within the RTP, which makes 

possible the selection of the different components. There are more than one 

hundred of tools enclosed in the RTP, covering different topics: requirements 

management, quality management, modelling (oriented to CPS / embedded 

systems modelling), simulation and co-simulation. Although the specifications 

of CRYSTAL are open source, most of these tools that supports IOS are 

provided as commercial and proprietary (non open source) software, we 

included CRYSTAL only within the proprietary background component. o 

100+ tools, mostly proprietary o Platform specification and documentation:  

 http://www.crystal-artemis.eu/   

  

  

x Homard Proprietary components are focused on the new functions added to 

offer a scalable device management based on low power consumption, support 

of OMA LwM2M over Bluetooth Low Energy, over M2M, over SMS and 

other mediums that were not originally supported and considered.   

Homard has developed a user interface to develop logic easily, build/deploy 

processes and integrate it with the different sensors / actuators / platforms. 

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php
http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php
http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php
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http://www.crystal-artemis.eu/
http://www.crystal-artemis.eu/
http://www.crystal-artemis.eu/


 

 

Homard has certified interconnection with other platforms such as Microsoft 

Azure and Fujitsu RunMyProcess.  

Homard has developed a complementary Mobile App solution for reception of 

notifications, intuitive interaction with the devices for its use and 

configuration (Physical Web).  

Homard has also provided relevant advanced in low power interaction.  

Finally, Homard has also developed a scalable infrastructure based on 

OpenStack to support multi-tenant IaaS, delegation of instances to remote 

infrastructure and scalable / dynamic deployment of services instances for 

services such as data storage, logic deployment etc. o Mostly proprietary o 

Platform specification and documentation:  

 https://homard.hopu.eu/   

  

    

3.2. Foreground components  
  

In this section we introduce the foreground components relative to the Smart Lane and 

Fast Lane, developed specifically for integrating the BEinCPPS architecture. We 

finally introduce those components coming from Homard. For each foreground 

component but Homard, that will be delivered at a later stage, a Factsheet is attached 

as appendix after the conclusions of this document. Note the intentional absence of 

the modelling tools, being them only background within the framework of BEinCPPS.  

  

3.2.1.  Open source components  
  

x IDAS OPC-UA Agent: this component is based on the same IDAS Agent 

Framework as the LWM2M and MQTT Agents described above. This Agent 

is a Node.js service which can efficiently publish any OPC-UA data model 

exposed by automation devices (address space in OPC-UA jargon) as a NGSI 

context in the FIWARE Context Broker, keeping both in sync: updates on one 

side are automatically reflected on the other. The mapping between the two 

domains are easily defined by means of a configuration file, so that no 

software coding is required to integrate different OPC-UA devices. A detailed 

description of the IDAS OPC-UA Agent is provided in the Appendix 1.  

o Open Source, GNU Affero General Public License v3.0 o OPC-UA 

documentation:  

 https://opcfoundation.org/developer-tools/specifications-

unifiedarchitecture     

o Software and documentation repository:   

https://github.com/BEinCPPS/idas-opcua-agent  

o Dependencies: the IDAS Agent Framework (see paragraph above) o 

Owner: Engineering (ENG)  

  

x OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper: this component is based on Node.js and is able to 

connect to an OPC-UA Server exposing an OPC-UA TCP Binding to collect 

events for example produced by an OPC-UA server on an IoT device in the 

https://homard.hopu.eu/
https://homard.hopu.eu/
https://homard.hopu.eu/
https://opcfoundation.org/developer-tools/specifications-unified-architecture
https://opcfoundation.org/developer-tools/specifications-unified-architecture
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shopfloor. It dispatches the captured events using the AMQP protocol to the 

subscribed listener (via the Smart Lane). The Wrapper consists of two 

components: the OPC-UA Javascript Client and the RMQ Javascript sender. 

The first component (OPC-UA Client) receives values from an IoT device (i.e. 

a sensor producing temperature values and exposing them through an OPCUA 

Server). The collected data are sent to the second component (RMQ sender), 

that dispatches it using the AMQP protocol to an AMQP Exchange on the 

OpenIoT Middleware. A detailed description of the OPC-UA JS Wrapper is 

provided in the Appendix 2.  

o Open Source o Tool downloads and 

documentation:  

 https://github.com/BEinCPPS/smartlane-opcua-js-wrapper  

o Dependencies: AMQP Node.js Lib, OPC-UA 

Node.js Lib o Owner: Fincons Group (FINC)  

   

x OpenIoT Client Library: it is a Java-based library that extends the RabbitMQ 

standard libraries. The library makes possible to deliver messages based on the 

AMQP protocol and to add semantic tags to characterize the type of data being 

sent or received. In fact, the library allows to: publish or consume data, model 

and create events, listen to incoming events.  

A detailed description of the OpenIoT Client Library is provided in the 

Appendix 3.  

o  Open Source  
o  Tool downloads and documentation:   

https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client   
o  Dependencies: RabbitMQ Java Lib  

o  
   

Owner: Fincons Group (FINC)  

3.2.2.  Proprietary components  
  

Homard Proprietary Foreground components will be focused on:  

  

x Configuration service, which extends the device management with additional 

tasks to bootstrap additional services / platforms that a device will make use. 

For example, initialize a database, create a new instance in a platform, create 

subscriptions, create instances of other services required etc.  

  

x Edge Computing Services Engine, Homard is also being extended with edge 

computing and fog computing capabilities to offer the development of services 

(storage, protocols translation, logic delegation etc.) in edge entities, thereby a 

higher privacy, quality of experience, fault tolerance and scalability will be 

offered.  
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3.3. Guidelines for selection of components  

  

There are four main components inside the IoT Federation platform: the Fast 

Lane, the Smart Lane, the device management component and the set of 

modelling tools. While the device management tool serves both the Smart and 

the Fast Lanes and the set of modelling tools is independent from the others 

components, the Fast Lane and the Smart Lane can be seen as independent 

lanes. In fact, both lanes offer access to the IoT devices on the shopfloor and 

deliver their data to a middleware (respectively, the Orion Context Broker and 

the OpenIoT Middleware), however they present some differences. The most 

noticeable difference resides in the way the data are collected from the 

shopfloor and delivered to the middleware. The Fast Lane does not take care of 

enriching data with semantic elements, while the Smart Lane supports adding 

such enhancement. Assigning semantic tags to data can help upper layers in 

properly manage received data or in properly combining data coming from 

different sources. Additionally, the two lanes are different in their Northbound 

protocols, being the NGSI one in the case of the Fast Lane and AMQP in the 

case of the Smart Lane.  

    

4. Conclusions  
We presented in this D2.3 deliverable the main components of the IoT Platform 

Federation that have been identified as building blocks across the different 

champions. The Smart and Fast Lane are the two main actors of the IoT Platform and 

play the main role, as they allow the data to flow from the shopfloor to the 

middleware. The Device Management component serves both lanes to allow devices 

to be properly configured to interact with the lanes, while the modelling tools allows 

for modelling, designing and simulation both software and systems.  

After the first experimentations a second deliverable D2.4 will be released, that will 

contain the novel components (e.g. Homard foreground) and tools identified among 
the different champions and that will complement the ones introduced in here.  
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1. Short Description of the component 

The IDAS OPC-UA Agent is a software component of the IoT Platform that connects 

automation systems (Field Environment), which implement the OPC-UA
9 
standard connection 

technology, to the Future Internet Platform’s information bus – i.e., the Publish/Subscribe 

Context Broker
10

.  

The Publish/Subscribe Context Broker, of which the Orion Context Broker (OCB)
11

 is the 

reference implementation, is a Generic Enabler of the FIWARE platform that exposes a 

standard interface for applications to interact with field devices and with each other. 

Information producers and consumers integrate themselves with the Publish/Subscribe 

Context Broker through the OMA NGSI API.   

The IDAS OPC-UA Agent is a module of IDAS
4
, the reference implementation of the 

FIWARE Backend Device Management GE
12

. It translates OPC-UA address spaces into 

NGSI contexts (the FIWARE standard data exchange model) without exposing the underlying 

OPCUA binary communication protocol to applications.  

The Agent is also able to deal with security aspects of the FIWARE platform (e.g., 

enforcing authentication and authorization on the communication channel) and provide other 

common services.  

2. Summary of main functionalities 

The main functionalities of the component are:  

o Connect physical devices to a FIWARE platform. 

 Devices and/or gateways that use OPC-UA standard API.  

                                                           
9
 https://opcfoundation.org/about/opc-technologies/opc-ua/  

10
 https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Data.Co 

ntextBroker   

11
 http://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/publishsubscribe-context-broker-orion-context-broker 

4
 http://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/backend-device-management-idas   

12
 https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Io 

T.Backend.DeviceManagement   

https://opcfoundation.org/about/opc-technologies/opc-ua/
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o Manage NGSI Context Entities. It handles the connection to a Context Broker to 

create one Context Entity per physical connected device. FIWARE Application 

developers will only interact with those Context Entities. 

Each device will be mapped as an Entity following some rules. Basically, the user will 

provide an Entity Name and an Entity Type for a given device. The Entity Type will define 

some named Entity Attributes. Individual fields of an OPC-UA device’s address space will be 

mapped to specific Entity Attributes of the matching Entity Type.  

Device fields can have two different behaviours:  

o Active attributes: are fields that are pushed from the device to the Agent. This field’s 

changes will be sent to the Context Broker as updateContext requests over the device 

entity. 

o Lazy attributes: some sensors will be passive, and will wait for the Agent to request 

for data. For those fields, the Agent will register itself in the Context Broker as a 

Context Provider (for all the lazy fields of that device), so if any component asks the 

Context Broker for the value of that sensor, its request will be redirected to the Agent. 

Updates over this field will be transformed into commands over the device by the 

Agent. 

These are the features that the IDAS OPC-UA Agent exposes:  

o Device registration:  multiple devices will be connected to the Agent, each one of 

those mapped to a Context Broker entity. The IDAS OPC-UA Agent will register 

itself as a Context Provider for each device when it provides commands or lazy 

attributes. 

o Device information update: whenever a device have new fields to publish, it should 

send the information to the Agent with OPC-UA protocol. This message should, in 

turn, be sent as an updateContext request to the Context Broker, where the fields will 

be updated in the device entity. 

o Device command execution and value updates: as a Context Provider, the Agent 

should receive update operations from the Context Broker, and relay them to the 

corresponding device (decoding it using its ID and Type, and other possible 

metadata). This commands will arrive as updateContext operations from the Context 

Broker to the IDAS OPC-UA Agent. 
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3. BeInCPPS specific developments 

The IDAS OPC-UA Agent is a completely new component, developed especially for  

BEinCPPS project. This Agent connects the OPC-UA world and the NGSI Context Broker Deliverable 

D 2.3 

using two libraries: on one side NodeOPCUA SDK
13

 is used for dialogue with devices, on the other 

IotAgent Node Lib
14

 (part of IDAS) that allows the communication with the OCB.  

4. HW/SW Prerequisite 

The Agent is fully written with Node.js technology, so installation can be performed on both 

Windows and Linux servers.   

o The only requirement is the installation of Node.js v4.4.3 or greater and of 

npm (Node Package Modules), which is usually included with Node.js. o To use 

the component an access to a OCB instance running on some host that you can 

reach on the network is mandatory. o In a real world scenario, the agent connects 

a Field of OPC-UA devices, but in this version, developed for BEinCPPS Project, 

you can also use an included server simulator. 

5. Installation Instructions 

The following steps need to be performed to get the IDAS OPC-UA Agent up and 

running: o Download the NodeOPCUA SDK distribution from 

ftp://repo.nimbusware.com/beincpps/node-opcua.zip and extract the 

archive. o Download the software from 

ftp://repo.nimbusware.com/beincpps/idas-opcua-agent.zip and 

                                                           
13

 http://node-opcua.github.io/  
14

 https://github.com/telefonicaid/iotagent-node-lib  

ftp://repo.nimbus-ware.com/beincpps/node-opcua.zip
ftp://repo.nimbus-ware.com/beincpps/node-opcua.zip
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https://github.com/telefonicaid/iotagent-node-lib
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extract the archive. o Configure the installation. Your project structure should be 

as follows: 
<your_project_dir>  
   |__ node-opcua (the original NodeOPCUA SDK distribution)  
   |__ idas-opcua-agent (your IDAS OPC-UA Agent)  

To configure IDAS OPC-UA Agent you can edit the file named to config.js inside 

the folder idas-opcua-agent and edit it with the corresponding info. Below you can see 

an example:  
var config = {  logLevel: 'DEBUG',  

contextBroker: {  host: '<orion-

installation-url>',  port: <orion-

installation-port>  
 },  server: {  port: <idas-opcua-agent-

local-port>  
 },  
 deviceRegistry: {  

type: 'memory'  
 },  

types: {  
 'whr-teststation': {  service: 

'whirlpool',  subservice: 

'/cassinetta',  active: [  

{  
 name: 'attrib1',  

type: 'float'  
 },  
 {  name: 'attrib2',  

type: 'float'  
 },  
 {  name: 'attrib3',  

type: 'string'  
 }  ],  

lazy: [],  

commands: []  
 }  },   service: 'whirlpool',  

subservice: '/cassinetta',  

providerUrl: 'http://localhost:4041',  

deviceRegistrationDuration: 'P1M',  

defaultType: 'whr-teststation',  

/* start of custom section for OPC UA mapping */  

contexts: [  
 {   id: 

'MyDevice1',  
 type: 'whr-teststation',  

mappings: [  
 {  ocb_id: 'attrib1',  opcua_id: 

'ns=1;s=PumpSpeed'  
 },  
 {  ocb_id: 'attrib2',  opcua_id: 

'ns=1;s=Temperature'  
 }  

 ]  
 },  

 {  id: 

'MyDevice2',  type: 'whr-
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teststation',  mappings: 

[  
 {  ocb_id: 'attrib1',  opcua_id: 

'ns=1;s=PumpSpeed2'  
 },  
 {  ocb_id: 'attrib2',  opcua_id: 

'ns=1;s=Temperature2'  
 }  

 ]  
 }  

 ]  
}  

Edit the parameters between angulars (<xxx>) with you environment 

parameters.  

Deliverable D 2.3 

o Launch a simulated OPC-UA Server (optional, for testing purposes) 

• Open a terminal session 

• Navigate to the node-opcua directory: cd <your_project_dir>/ 

node-opcua 

• Launch the simulated Server as a Node.js process: node 

bin/simple_server.js 

• Look at the on-screen log for any problems; take note of the endpoint in 

order to connect an IDAS OPC-UA Agent instance (see next point). 

• Leave the terminal session running: you can shut down the Server anytime 

by pressing CTRL+C. 

o Launch the IDAS OPC-UA Agent 

For a manual launch, follow the instructions below. To automate the process, 

possibly launching multiple processes for multiple OPC-UA devices, you will 

have to use the scripting tools provided by your operating system of choice. 
• Identify the endpoint of the target OPC-UA device; this will be in 

opc.tcp://<server_name>:<port> format. 

• Open a terminal session 

• Navigate to the opcua-agent directory: 

cd <your_project_dir>/opcua-agent 

• Launch the Agent as a Node.js process, passing the device’s endpoint as a 

command line option: node index.js -e 

"opc.tcp://localhost:26543"  When done, terminate the process 

(CTRL-C). 

5.1. Security  

The communication between the OPC-UA and the Agent may be optionally 

protected by the use of SSL connections. We recommend the use of a certificate 

provisioned by a trusted Certification Authority.  

It’s possible to reproduce this scenario in the enclosed simulated Server using a 

certificate. For demo purpose you can use a self-signed certificate. In the 
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simulated Server edit the file bin/simple_server.js and add the right file path 

in the variables:  

 var  server_certificate_file  =  path.join(__dirname,  

"../certificates/server_selfsigned_cert_2048.pem");  

var  server_certificate_privatekey_file  = 

path.join(__dirname,"../certificates/server_key_2048.pem");  

6. Source code 

The following steps need to be performed to get the latest version of IDAS 

OPCUA Agent up and running from source code. It is assumed that git is installed 

on your development machine.  
• Download the NodeOPCUA SDK distribution from Github: 

git clone https://github.com/node-opcua/node-opcua.git  

• Download the software for Github: 
git clone https://github.com/BEinCPPS/idas-opcua- 

 

• Follow the previous installation instruction (see section #5) starting from the 

configuration of the component. 

7. Licensing 

The IDAS OPC-UA Agent is licensed  under the Affero General Public License 

(AGPL) version 3
15

.  

                                                           
15

 http://www.gnu.org/licenses/agpl-3.0.html  

agent.gi t   

https://github.com/node-opcua/node-opcua.git
https://github.com/node-opcua/node-opcua.git
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/idas-opcua-agent.git
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/agpl-3.0.html
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/agpl-3.0.html
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/idas-opcua-agent.git
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/idas-opcua-agent.git
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/idas-opcua-agent.git
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 1. Short Description of the component 

The component included in this factsheet is a wrapper whose task is to collect events 

produced by an OPC-UA server (for example on an IoT device in the shopfloor) and dispatch 

them using the AMQP protocol to the subscribed listeners (through the BEinCPPS Smart 

Lane and OpenIoT Middleware).  

The OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper consists of two components: the OPC-UA Client and 

the RMQ sender. The first component (OPC-UA Client) receives events generated from 

sensors or IoT device in the shopfloor. This value is then forwarded, together with a semantic 

tag, to the second component (RMQ sender) that dispatches it using the AMQP protocol to 

OpenIoT Middleware to be dispatched to the AMQP subscribers.  

The semantic tag attached to the event refers to an ontology class that can be resolved from 

a given knowledge repository (e.g. Virtuoso Server in the OpenIoT Middleware) so to help 

subscribers in properly interpret and process the value in the event.  

 2. Summary of main functionalities 

The wrapper provides two Node.js components to receive data via an OPC-UA TCP 

binding and transmit them using the AMQP protocol via the Smart Lane to the OpenIoT 

Middleware (i.e. RabbitMQ Broker Server).   
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Figure 1 OPC-UA Wrapper to capture values from the shopfloor, enrich them and dispatch using the AMQP 

protocol.  

 3. BEinCPPS specific developments 

Two components were developed within the framework of the BEinCPPS project:  

• client_opcua.js: a set of JavaScript modules based on Node.js for receiving 

semantically enhanced data through an OPC-UA TCP Binding and forward them 

to the RMQ_Sender component. 
• RMQ_Sender.js: a set of JavaScript modules based on Node.js for receiving 

semantically enhanced data from the client_opcua,js component an deliver them 

via AMQP to an AMQP Exchange managed by the OpenIot Middleware (e.g. by 

a RabbitMQ Broker server). 
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 4. HW/SW Prerequisite 

The OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper is built upon the Node.js
16

 framework and requires the 

following node.js packages:  

• openssl (a prerequisite of the following node-opcua) 

• node-opcua (a library to interact with an OPC-UA Server via an OPC-UA TCP 

Binding) 
• amqplib (to interact with the RabbitMQ server) 
• express 
• async 
• properties-reader (to read configuration files) 

Moreover, the OPCUA JavaScript Wrapper requires that an instance of the RabbitMQ 

Broker Server be available and properly configured. Indeed, with reference to the RabbitMQ 

server, the following elements should already be defined and provided to the OPC-UA 

JavaScript Wrapper (to be saved into a configuration file):   

• RabbitMQ server address or symbolic link and AMQP Virtual Host (e.g. 127.0.0.1 

or localhost); 
• AMQP Exchange through which events must be published

17
; 

• RabbitMQ access credentials (e.g. username/password) enabled to perform an 

AMQP connection to the specified AMQP Exchange. 

It must be stressed that, on the RabbitMQ side, not only the specified AMQP Exchanges have 

to be already defined, but also the AMQP Queues through which subscribers will receive 

events and the AMQP Bindings among an Exchange and its related subscribers’ Queues. 

Additionally, a RabbitMQ server installation requires that the Erlang/OTP run-time 
18

 be 

installed as a prerequisite.  

 5. Installation Instructions 

To install a RabbitMQ broker the following steps are required
19

: 

 Install the Erlang/OTP run-time 

• Install RabbitMQ, then activate the plugin for the web management console as 

described in RabbitMQ manual: http://www.erlang.org/downloads (i.e. 

rabbitmqplugins enable rabbitmq_management) 
• Connect to the web management console (e.g. http://localhost:15672/) and login with 

the default guest/guest access data 
• Add an admin user (e.g. admin) 
• Create a virtual host (with default settings, only the name is relevant since it will be 

used later in the config file e.g. Raw_Events_Broker_Service) 

• Link the newly created admin user to the newly created virtual host and save  Create 

an AMQP Exchange to be used by the OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper. 

To use the OPC-UA JavaScript Wrapper Node.js should be available on the System. The 

following steps also illustrate the installation of Node.js, in case it is not yet available. If it not 

the case, the first 3 steps can be avoided:  

• Install Node.js 

                                                           
16

 https://nodejs.org/ (last access: April 13, 2016)  
17

 https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html (last access: April 6, 2016)  

18
 http://www.erlang.org/downloads (last access: April 6, 2016)  

19
 Of course the RabbitMQ broker installation has to be performed only once (unless a huge number 

of publishers/subscribers have to be supported; in such case more broker instances can be deployed). 

The same can be said for the Node.js environment.  

http://www.erlang.org/downloads
http://www.erlang.org/downloads
https://nodejs.org/
https://nodejs.org/
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
http://www.erlang.org/downloads
http://www.erlang.org/downloads
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• The wrapper requires the following Node.js packages. This command allows to install 

the different modules:  npm install <package-name>: o openssl (without this node-

opcua will return certificate errors) o amqplib (needed to operate with the AMQP 

protocol with the middleware) o node-opcua (needed to receives values from the 

shopfloor) o properties-reader (to read the configuration file) 

o express 
o async 

• It is recommended to set up an environment variable NODE_ENV pointing to the 

Node.js installation directory; Restart the console/terminal after having set the 

environment variable. 

• Make sure the configuration file contains the right values, as it will be used in all the 

wrapper components. 

 
Figure 2 Example of configuration file  

In Figure 2 an example of a configuration file is given. Note that the configuration 

file contains all the information needed to run a full demo example, presented in Section 8, 

and not just a minimum software installation. Lines 1-17 are strictly relative to the JavaScript 

Wrapper, publishing events to the OpenIoT Middleware, while lines 19-22 are only needed by 

the demo example of Section 8 to retrieve data from the OpenIoT Middleware.  

Looking at Figure 2 with more attentions, we see that lines 1-3 specify the relative 

path to the Node.js installation, while lines 6-7 specify the address and TCP port of the OPC-

UA server that originates the events to be dispatched via the Smart Lane middleware. Lines 9-

11 contain the data to be acquired from the OPC-UA Server, while lines 13-18 contains the 

configuration parameters for accessing the OpenIoT Middleware (RabbitMQ). It has to be 

mentioned in line 17 the rabbitMqExchange, that receives the data from the JavaScript 

Wrapper. Finally, lines 19-22 contains the data needed for the demo example to work: line 19 

contains the rabbitMqQueue needed by the example Web Application to retrieve the data 

from the OpenIoT Middleware, while lines 21 and 22 contains the address and port to connect 

to the Web Application.  

The following action need to be performed in order to launch the OPC-UA wrapper:  

 Launch the opc-ua listener: 

 node  cl i ent _opcua. j s  <di r ect or y cof i g- f i l e>  
e. g. node cl i ent _opcua. j s . / conf i g. pr oper t i es 
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This will allow the wrapper to listen to events coming from the OPC-UA Server and 

deliver them through the Smart Lane. To fully understand the role played by the wrapper, an 

example needs to be run, that requires additional components (see Section 8).  

 6. User Manual 

The instructions provided in Section 5 and for the examples in Section 8 are also 

available at: https://github.com/BEinCPPS/smartlane-opcua-js-wrapper   

 7. Developers’ Guide 

The documentation for developers to revise or extend the wrapper is available at:  
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/smartlane-opcua-js-wrapper   

 8. Examples 

The example presented here is based on the John Deere Scenario (WP6) to demonstrate how 

the functional components of the BEinCPPS architecture can be actually used in practice. The 

example addresses the simulation of a Smart Rack, which, via its OPC-UA Server, is able to 

periodically monitor and report the number of pipes stored on the rack’s shelves.  

 
Figure 3 Architectural view of the Rack Simulation example.  

Figure 3 sketches the overall architecture of the Smart Rack demo and highlights the 

architectural components. The OPC-UA events are generated by an OPC-UA server (that 

generates randomly the shelves’ occupancy values), which are later collected by the OPC-UA 

JavaScript wrapper within the Smart Lane. Inside the wrapper, the opcua_clients receives the 

events, enriches them with a semantic tag and converts them to AMQP messages (Section 3). 

We assume a working OpenIoT Middleware is already configured that receives the AMQP 

messages and forwards them to the appropriate subscriber AMQP Queue. As part of this 

example, a Web Application was developed, with the purpose of receiving the messages from 

the Middleware and display them in a Web Page. The Web Application is composed by two 

components: one that listens for and receives the AMQP messages (RMQ_Receiver) and 

forward them to the second one, the Web Page, which renders them accordingly. As the Web 

App was developed within the framework of the project and the employed 

https://github.com/BEinCPPS/smartlane-opcua-js-wrapper
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/smartlane-opcua-js-wrapper
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/smartlane-opcua-js-wrapper
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/smartlane-opcua-js-wrapper
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technologies were already part of the Smart Lane, we consider these components a part of the 

foreground contribution of WP2. Moreover, the source code is released as part of the Smart 

Lane, too.  

To successfully run the example in a local machine, in addition to all the packages specified 

in Section 4, the following Node.js package is also needed:  

 socket.io (to end data from the RMQ_Receiver to the frontend) 

Once installed, the instructions in Section 5 need to be followed and these sequence of 

commands needs to be executed:  

1. Start the OPC-UA server (simple_server.js) generating the events with the command: 

node si mpl e_ser ver . j s <di r ect or y conf i g- f i l e> 

e. g. node si mpl e_ser ver . j s . / conf i g. pr oper t i es 
2. Launch the opc-ua listener: 

 node  cl i ent _opcua. j s  <di r ect or y conf i g- f i l e>  
e. g. node cl i ent _opcua. j s . / conf i g. pr oper t i es 

3. Launch the “listener” within the Web App to receive data from the Middleware: 

node RMQ_Reci ver . j s <di r ect or y conf i g- f i l e> 
e. g. node RMQ_Reci ver . j s . / conf i g. pr oper t i es 

4. Open the browser and connect to the URL of the Web application If the default 

values are preserved, the browser can visualize the example at these address: 

http://localhost:3700/demo_prod.html 

Please note that we assume that the OpenIoT Middleware (RabbitMQ) is properly installed 

and configured in the local system and that the specific configuration parameters are reported 

in the configuration file.  

A working example is available on a remote machine at:  

http://89.207.106.74:3700/demo_prod.html,  which shows 

how the example will look like in the browser.  

http://localhost:3700/demo_prod.html
http://89.207.106.74:3700/demo_prod.html
http://89.207.106.74:3700/demo_prod.html
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Figure 4 Received values at time 0  
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Figure 5 Received values at time 1  

 9. Licensing 

This software come as Open Source as-is under the ApacheV2 license. License available 

at: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0  
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 1. Short Description of the component 

This factsheet describes a Java library providing access to the Smart Lane of the 

BEinCPPS platform to delivery, or acquire, events based on the AMQP protocol. Events, as 

managed through this library, can be enriched via semantically meaningful tags. In fact, the 

foreground library FINCONS has realized extends the basics functionalities of the 

RabbitMQ
20

 library making it possible to manage semantically enhanced events. The provided 

library takes into account FP7 OpenIoT approaches, even if the OpenIoT code was not used.  

In order to not impact on the overall performances, in terms of amount of data to be 

exchanged and processed, of the BEinCPPS Smart Lane as compared to a pure AMQP 

solution, we do not suggest to exchange semantically enriched data using formats like RDF or 

JSONLD, but to more simply use semantic tags in the event’s header pointing to a knowledge 

repository, such as the Virtuoso Server, from which an application can retrieve details to 

properly interpret and process event’s data.  

 2. Summary of main functionalities 

This library provides Java classes, to be used by event’s sources (called publishers) or 

event’s processors (called consumers), to perform different operations via the AMQP 

protocol:  

x establish connections with the events’ broker as a publisher  or a subscriber; x on 

the publisher’s side, structure the event’s data according to the specific context needs;  

x  publish, or subscribe to, events; x  on the consumer’s side, 

specify callback listeners to actually receive events.  

                                                           
20

 RabbitMQ is an high performance, open source implementation of an AMQP event broker  
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Figure 1 The OpenIoT Client Library  (on the right, in red) and its interaction with the RabbitMQ Broker Server, 

Virtuoso Ontology and Sender/Receiver of events  

  

3. BEinCPPS specific developments  

The OpenIoT Client Library extends the basic RabbitMQ Java Library and consists of the 

following packages:  

  

 x  com.fincons.rabbitmq.client  

This package provides the interface and the relative abstract RabbitMQ Client Class.  
  

 x  com.fincons.rabbitmq.client.factory    

The package contains the entry-point class to create a Subscriber or Publisher client 

instance.  
  

 x  com.fincons.rabbitmq.client.test  

This package contains some classes used to test the RabbitMQ Client API Library 

(this library) and simple AMQP interaction test cases.  
  

 x  com.fincons.rabbitmq.event  

Provides the abstract event entity class, with relative interface and Event callback 

listener.  
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 x  com.fincons.rabbitmq.publisher  

Provides a set of classes to implement a client Publisher and process Publisher's Event 

data entity.  
  

 x  com.fincons.rabbitmq.subscriber  

Provides a set of classes to implement a client Subscriber and process Subscriber's 

Event data entity.  
  

 x  com.fincons.util  

Provides a set of helper classes, including a configuration helper class, AMQP helper 

class and a parameter list data transfer object.  
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Page  

4. HW/SW Prerequisite  

The developed OpenIoT Client Library has two library dependencies:  

x log4j, a Java Logging Library (OpenIoT Client Library tested with log4j-1.2.17.jar) 

x AMQP Client, to interact with RabbitMQ Broker Server (OpenIoT Client Library 

tested with library amqp-client-3.6.0.jar)  

Moreover, to successfully run programs using the OpenIoT Client Library and observe 

some results, the programs must connect to an already running instance of the RabbitMQ 

Broker Server. In the Rabbit MQ server, the following component should be already specified 

and the programs must have the following parameters:   

 x  Virtual host address or symbolic link (e.g. 127.0.0.1 or localhost);  

x For publisher the AMQP Exchange to which the publisher has to connect (from an 

AMQP point of view); while a subscriber program must know the AMQP Queue 

it has to connect to in order to receive the events. Of course, Exchanges and 

Queues must already exist, as well as the required AMQP bindings between an 

exchange and the queues it has to dispatch events to
21

.  

x Each publisher/subscriber has to additionally have specific credentials (e.g., 

username/password) to be able to successfully connect to the RabbitMQ Broker.  

A RabbitMQ broker requires the installation of the Erlang/OTP run time (see the RabbitMQ 

documentation for details).  

  

5. Installation Instructions  

To be able to use the OpenIoT Client Library the following operations are needed:  
1. Have a running installation of the RabbitMQ broker to which publisher/subscriber 

programs can connect to;  

  

2. Report the configuration data of the RabbitMQ server in the conf.properties file inside 

the src/main/resources/ folder of the OpenIoT Client Library. Below (Figure 2) is an 

example of such a configuration file: lines 1-2 contains the username and password to 

the RabbitMQ instance, lines 3-5 the ports for operating as user and as administrator 

to the instance of the broker server, as well as the address of the server. Line 6 

contains the virtual host name inside the server and the name of the exchange and 

queue the libraries will submit messages or subscribe to. Line 8 allow to notify the 

libraries if the TLS protection
3
  for exchanging data with the server is enabled. In line 

9 one can specify a pattern for filtering the messages e.g. to a desired queue. Finally, 

lines 12-15 contains parameters for testing the libraries with the provided test classes.  

  

                                                           
21

 https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html (last access: April 6, 2016) 
3
 https://www.rabbitmq.com/ssl.html   

https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/ssl.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/ssl.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/ssl.html
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Figure 2 conf.properties example  

3. Download the Java AMQP Client
22

 and Java Log4J
23

 libraries and copy them in the 

libs/ folder of the OpenIoT Client Library.  

  

4. Configure the logging library by editing the file log4j.properties in 

src/main/resources/. Below is an example of such configuration file:  
  

  
Figure 3 log4j.properties example  

  

5. (optional) Compile the test classes (TestPublish, TestSubscribe) inside the package 

com.fincons.rabbitmq.client.test. You might want to first specify the testing 

parameters within the Publish and Subscribe classes. You can now run the test classes 

to test the OpenIoT Client Library (according to the examples below).  

  

6. User Manual  

The instructions on how to use the software, as provided in Section 5 and illustrated in the 

examples in Section 8, are also available at: https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client   

                                                           
22

 https://www.rabbitmq.com/java-client.html (last access: April 6, 2016)  
23

 https://logging.apache.org/ (last access: April 6, 2016)  

Page  

https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://www.rabbitmq.com/java-client.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/java-client.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/java-client.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/java-client.html
https://logging.apache.org/
https://logging.apache.org/
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7. Developers’ Guide  

The Java documentation associated to this software, useful to use or extend the library, is 

available at: https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client   

  

8. Examples  

We provide here examples on how to make use of the library to:  

1. Create an event   
2. Publish the event to the RabbitMQ Broker Server  
3. Subscribe and receive the event from RabbitMQ Broker Server  

  

1. Create an event:  

  
Figure 4 Event creation example  

  

Please note this is a toy example: the same data is replicated both in the header and payload of 

the event message. In a real case, headers and payloads might (should) have different values.   

  

2. Submit the Event to the RabbitMQ Server  

The first component is the program that will send (publish) the Event to the RabbitMQ Server.  
This is making use of a Java Thread of type Runnable:  

https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
https://github.com/BEinCPPS/openiot-java-client
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Figure 5 Publisher (Sender) example  

To generate a stream of events, the Java Thread of type Runnable can be extended as follows, 

employing a random generator of numbers, an interval of 1 sec between events, and calling 

the createEvent function illustrated above. The events are sent to RabbitMQ Server that 

dispatches to the subscribed receivers.  

The publisher program example uses the configuration data (host, exchange, access data) 

specified in the conf.properties file. Page  
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Figure 6 Publisher (Event Generator) example  

  

3. Receive Events from RabbitMQ Server  

  

The Events’ receiver subscribes to the RabbitMQ queue as specified in the configuration file, 

declares a listener method that will wait for an event to be dispatched:  

  

  
Figure 7 Subscriber example  
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The listener can be implement as follows, in a toy example that just displays the received 

Event data:  

  
Figure 8 Subscriber (Listener) example  
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9. Licensing  

This software come as Open Source as-is under the ApacheV2 license. License available 

at:  
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0  

  

Erlang/OTP is released under Apache License 2.0 Since OTP 18.0
24

. The older releases 

were released under Erlang Public License (EPL), a derivative work of the Mozilla Public 

License (MPL).  

The RabbitMQ JAVA API client
25

 is triple-licensed under: Apache Public License 2.0,  
Mozilla Public License (MPL), GPL 2.0  

                                                           
24

 http://www.erlang.org/about (last access: April 6, 2016)  
25

 https://www.rabbitmq.com/api-guide.html (last access: April 6, 2016)  
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